EU Declaration of Conformity


Product: Protective shield, type: Prusa PRO

Manufacturer: Prusa Research a.s., Partyzánská 188/7a, Praha 7, 170 00, Czech Republic


Protective shield, type: Prusa PRO complies with all requirements of the abovementioned technical standard, as protection against droplets and liquid spray. It is also usable as protection against mechanical impacts.

Any use, modification, or manufacture of this protective equipment in breach of the processes approved by the manufacturer invalidates this declaration.

Identification of the product Protective shield, type: Prusa PRO is based on the marking of the individual parts of the shield – marking of the visor: Prusa 1 S, marking of the mounting part: Prusa 166 3 S CE, as follows:

Prusa = identification of the manufacturer
1 = optical classification
3 = utilization – liquids or spray
S = marking of increased toughness
166 = number of the harmonized technical standard (ČSN EN 166:2002/Opr. 1:2010 (EN 166:2001)
CE = marking of conformity with appropriate requirements


Signed on behalf of the manufacturer: ________________________

Josef Průša, CEO

In Prague on May 22, 2020